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ABSTRACT
Field education become Foundation for development something nation. Enhancement quality education is the most strategic thing in increase quality Human Resources (HR) to have knowledge, attitudes and skills oriented towards mastery knowledge knowledge and technology. Formulation problem application of the Project Based Learning learning model, interest Study students in social studies learning in class V, influence use of the Project Based Learning learning model towards interest Study student. Research purposes Analyze influence use of the Project Based Learning learning model towards interest Study student. Types of research This is quantitative. Study quantitative can interpreted as method Research based on philosophy positivism, used For research on populations or sample certain. Research methods experiment is method Research conducted with experiment, which is used For know influence variable independent (treatment) towards variable dependent (result) in controlled conditions. Research results Observation results teacher activities, known that teacher activities in application based teaching materials project based learning is obtained mark all encompassing activity beginning, core, and conclusion that is accomplished, with thereby implementation of the learning process show success teacher activities included carry out steps learningd with Good.
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INTRODUCTION
Actually effort repairs and improvements quality education in Indonesia does not once stop done. Government continuously do various effort For carry out reforms in the world of education to more direction Good. The educational reform in question is effort change through repair various policy related education, improvement pattern development curriculum, improvement teacher competence, and restructuring learning models (Rofif, nd2023).
Success various effort. This really depends on the human resources who run it. This includes success in the learning process at school influenced teacher competency direct interact with student. Competence main that is related with knowledge and skills in serve teaching materials. Framework conceptual learning and methods presentation teaching materials prepared by a teacher for classroom learning, must be goal oriented existing learning set (Nugroho & Nugraha, 2024).

Learning by teachers at school is one of dominant factor obtain stakeholders' attention interests at school. Learning always become focus attention of the teacher on the side tasks other. For that, teachers need more supplies deep related with learning start from How designing learning, selecting and using methods and tools, digging sources learn, organize learning, managing interaction learning, monitoring and evaluating learning and others. Related with matter it is implied that task main teacher at school is manage learning (Alfansuri et al., 2024).

Learning Knowledge Knowledge Social (IPS) level Elementary School as eye lesson For develop ability understanding phenomenon life daily. Subject matter covers concepts basics, approaches, methods, and techniques analysis in assessment various phenomena and problems encountered in life public. Social studies education aims For development knowledge and skills information base students who will useful in life daily. IPS closely connection For prepare role active or participation in Indonesian development. IPS is a must seen as part important from whole education For children, social studies holding role important For lead and guide student in values and behavior democratic, understanding self Alone in context modern life, understand not quite enough he answered as part from interconnected global society depend (Lestari et al., 2024).

However during This eye always social studies lessons considered adjacent eyes by some and many say that IPS is boring and lacking lessons challenge Because most the material only form memorization and things This is problem for eye the social studies lesson Alone (Susanti & Subekti, 2024). This problem the more Serious while faced with reality that during This eye Social studies lessons are lacking get proper attention. Whereas Actually eye Social studies lessons are very important lesson Because with you can study social studies guide student adapt in environment social, and can help student in face problems social events that occur in society with more wise (Marwiah et al., 2024).

Based on results observation beginning with Mr. Juslin on July 22 2023 as well interviews conducted moment activity Group Teacher Work (KKG) Cluster III Bunga Karang District Sombori Island with Mr. Yusri and Mrs. Rusni on July 25 2023 at SDN Masadian, found a number of problems faced by students during the learning process. The problem including: (1) time learning ongoing, in part big student not enough Pay attention to the teacher when convey material ahead class. (2) Steps innovative in learning tend not enough the teacher noticed, impressed that the teacher has feel Enough satisfied with action the learning. Not enough teachers attention to element characteristics, interests, and
psychology student for involved in the learning process. (3) Inside social studies learning, students more lots get task memorize and take notes material lesson. Student not enough get chance for explore more in related with material learning. (4) The teacher is still often decide apply learning conventional; lecture and take notes dominate activity learning, as well limited media use.

Project Based Learning model learning creates student more capable study. No only memorize. However make a product through the analysis and management process, with that process will interesting attention student for study more about history with use of the Project Based Learning model (Marwiah et al., 2024). If compared with theory constructivism theory study from a still Vygotsky in line with theory from Jean Piaget, that student through development intellectual happening when student face to face with experience new with solve problem new one will be faced, with a experience new will bring up expected mental development capable get change in side understanding (Andriyani et al., 2024).

METHOD

Types of research. This is quantitative. Study quantitative can interpreted as method research based on philosophy positivism, used for research on populations or sample certain. According to (Yuningsih & Musril, 2024) method study experiment is method research conducted with experiment, which is used for know influence variable independent (treatment) towards variable dependent (result) in controlled conditions.

FINDING AND DISCUSSION

Observation result teacher activities, known that teacher activities in application based teaching materials project based learning is obtained mark all encompassing activity beginning, core and conclusion that is accomplished, with thereby implementation of the learning process show success teacher activities included carry out steps learningd with Good. Validity test aim produce capable instruments measure what it should be measured so that obtainable data trusted or valid (Sugiyono, 2019). Instrument questionnaire interest study tested on students. Based on validity test results obtained Sig < 0.05, p This meaningful questionnaire interest learning is valid and feasible used as an instrument.

Reliability is instrument accuracy for used over and over again (Sugiyono, 2019). Reliable test aim know consistency or constancy of measuring instruments the same object several times and tends produces relative data The same. Reliable test technique used namely Cronbach's alpha. Based on the data obtained reliability of 0.94 and incl category tall.

Testing normality works for show distribution of data in groups sample, so can is known whether data is retrieved from normal population or no. The normality test results
Based on this data obtained significance > 0.05 which means the data is normally distributed.

Homogeneity is the test used for know a number of variance the data population is the same or not with use levene test. After homogeneity test was carried out obtained results significance 0.641 > 0.05 so decided that group sample homogeneous.

Teachers must capable create atmosphere conducive and enjoyable learning for students to achieve goals learning can achieved with it should be. Responding reality that, the teacher is required for do improvement and practice classroom learning, one of them with using the Project Based Learning (PjBL) model. Project Based Learning is "a learning process that is direct involve student for produce something project (Arianta et al., 2024). Basically a learning model this more develop skills solve in do a project that can produce something. In its implementation, this model give wide opportunities to student for make decision in choose topic, do research, and complete a project certain (Saputra et al., nd).

PjBL involved learning student in activity learning good in solve something problems and provide opportunity for student for more express creativity they so that can increase results learning and creativity student. Learning outcomes the changes that occur in students are good related changes aspect cognitive, affective, and psychomotor as results from activity learning that has been done done. In Bloom's taxonomy results Study more center attention to knowledge, attitudes, and skills so that can concluded that results Study is abilities possessed by students after he follow activity learning and gaining experience from activity learned that has held. On research action class this researcher focus on the domain cognitive just (Aiman et al., 2024).

Interest to learn student that use of media in the learning process can awaken interest and motivation Study students, reduce or avoid happen verbalism, arouse orderly, systematic, and rational reasoning grow understanding and developing self-values student (Prayoga et al., 2024). Beside that the use of learning media is very important because can abbreviate time. That means learning with using media can simplify problem especially in convey things new and unfamiliar for student. From several things described on can concluded that learning media is very important for increase interest Study student school base (Lubis, 2024).

Teacher skills in teach is the most dominant factor in effort transfer knowledge knowledge to participant educate, because matter that can overcome boredom student in learn, so created atmosphere creative and fun learning (Sitorus, 2024). motivation Study participant educate influenced by several factors, one of them that is condition during mandatory online learning participant educate for study in their respective homes, so force they for learn as well as understand material lesson in a way independent, educator no can accompany and educate participant educate in a way straight away, so educator no can do action like giving reward-punishment, giving motivation, reprimand, and so on (Ridwanulloh, nd2024).
CONCLUSION

Application of the Project Based Learning learning model, application of the PjBL model is abilities possessed somebody For produce something new thing Good from the ideas and thoughts he has will produce something that has Power To use. New ideas and ideas this is what happens next can help student For develop creativity. Interest to learn students in social studies learning in class V that interest Study actions educator that's what can be done strengthen motivation participant educate. besides That effectiveness time learning also influences motivation Study participant educate. Influence use of the Project Based Learning learning model towards interest Study students' expected learning process is give chance big to student For participate in a way active and capable increase understanding student.
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